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The *Higher Education Exchange* is founded on a thought articulated by Thomas Jefferson in 1820:

I know no safe depository of the ultimate powers of the society but the people themselves; and if we think them not enlightened enough to exercise their control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from them, but to inform their discretion by education.

In the tradition of Jefferson, the *Higher Education Exchange* agrees that a central goal of higher education is to help make democracy possible by preparing citizens for public life. The *Higher Education Exchange* is part of a movement to strengthen higher education’s democratic mission and foster a more democratic culture throughout American society. Working in this tradition, the *Higher Education Exchange* publishes case studies, analyses, news, and ideas about efforts within higher education to develop more democratic societies.

The Kettering Foundation is a nonprofit operating foundation, chartered in 1927, that does not make grants but welcomes partnerships with other institutions (or groups of institutions) and individuals who are actively working on problems of communities, governing, politics, and education. The interpretations and conclusions contained in the *Higher Education Exchange*, unless expressly stated to the contrary, represent the views of the author or authors and not necessarily those of the foundation, its trustees, or officers.
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Deliberative Civic Engagement
Campus Experiments in Hong Kong, Israel, Kenya, and South Africa
Lorlene Hoyt and James Garrett

As new technologies have made news, information, and political messaging available at our fingertips, our positions on political and social issues have become more entrenched. Articles, opinion pieces, and online commentaries supporting any side of any issue are easily accessible. Rather than facilitate productive conversation, this abundance of information and opinion seems to have driven us further into our own camps. So often, we respond with ridicule to those with points of view different from our own, cutting off any possibility of conversation or understanding. At the same time, the rise of new technologies and media has also given a voice and platform to activists and those with traditionally marginalized perspectives who have successfully changed the terms of the conversation and pushed politicians, traditional media, and universities to address their concerns, at least rhetorically.

Deliberative civic engagement holds the promise of reprieve from intense partisanship and growing distrust of government, the media, and other longstanding institutions. By exploring examples of how people have productively entered politics and public life through deliberative civic engagement, we aim to share a hopeful message to the next generation of citizens around the world.

We questioned whether the time was right to turn our attention to the topic of deliberative civic engagement. We write this in May of 2020, as the world, our communities, and our own families struggle with the coronavirus pandemic. In this time of uncertainty and rapid change, innovation and decisive adaptation are the order of the day in our governments, institutions, and our own lives. Might deliberation be a relic of a past when time and resources were in greater abundance? Is deliberation a luxury that we can no longer afford?

We would like to suggest that in times of crisis, a return to fundamentals, principles, and proven practices holds particular value. In times of crisis, as ever,
we need to practice techniques for discussion and thoughtful decision-making that are based on our lived experiences. This is exactly the right moment to call into question the civic roles of higher education and to elevate civic engagement practices that “incorporate a specifically deliberative concept of democracy”—practices of listening to one another, weighing options, and discovering where our interests and purposes align.¹

The global pandemic has been a stark reminder of our interconnectedness and our shared responsibilities to one another. At the same time, this crisis has illuminated existing political divisions in communities around the world. The pandemic itself is yet another example of an issue defined by polarization and disagreement. It has only further highlighted current fissures and disparities. We are seeing clearly the disproportionate impact of the virus on communities with inadequate health-care services, as well as the health effects of generations of racism. We are also witnessing distrust in government and polarized political responses to the pandemic as some communities prepare for the worst while others insist the coronavirus issue is a hoax. Responses from leaders in government and the media have varied tremendously. We are only beginning to understand the implications of those responses.

Writing as we are, only weeks into the crisis, our neighborhoods and campuses empty, it is difficult for us to envision how and when this pandemic will reach its conclusion. Still, we know we will all need to participate in extended and painful discussions as we work to remake and revitalize our communities and institutions in the coming months. Over the course of those conversations, we will certainly experience disagreement and polarization of opinions as we address urgent new questions. It is our hope that this work on deliberative civic engagement may offer both inspiration and guidance as we navigate the many challenges and “wicked problems” ahead.

Wicked Problems

At a time when the world desperately needs an alternative to polarization and conflict, we can look back and see the beginnings of a new paradigm emerging in a series of experiments that took place from 2016 to 2018. The
Talloires Network, in partnership with the Kettering Foundation, organized a series of exchanges aimed at addressing the challenges of polarization and disagreement. The Talloires Network is an association of more than 400 universities in 78 countries committed to civic engagement and social responsibility. We saw the exchanges as an avenue to showcase the difficult work of deliberation already occurring within our member institutions and to bring the institutions into conversations about improving their practices. We aimed to learn more about the most innovative university-led public dialogue and deliberation efforts around the world while, at the same time, deepening these efforts through experimentation with Kettering’s research on deliberative concepts.

Throughout their weeks together in Dayton, Ohio, workshop participants discussed approaches to deliberative civic engagement and the controversial issues and wicked problems it might address. (Wicked problems are complex, have numerous causes, and rarely have a single technical solution.) The engaged scholars (university faculty, staff, students, and community partners) who were invited to participate shared the belief that universities ought to play a role in the functioning of civil society. Each had an interest in preparing students to become active citizens who contribute to the betterment of their local communities and in producing relevant knowledge to solve societal problems. Participants were selected, in part, for their leadership roles in a university civic engagement program intended to challenge the notion of an ivory tower.

The controversial issues and wicked problems of common concern identified by these engaged scholars and their communities included xenophobia, poverty, violence, increased hopelessness and despair, loss of trust in government and institutions, inequality, and distrust of the media. To address such challenges, each workshop participant has created spaces and methods for designing and managing activities among people who are affected by wicked problems to foster a sense of understanding and, in some instances, a common call to action. Many participants readily acknowledged that wicked problems are inextricably intertwined, with each a symptom of another. They also viewed higher education institutions as important players in a larger system and a setting where global citizenship gets constructed.

Workshop participants recognized the potential of universities to support dialogue and deliberation. As relatively stable institutions, theoretically unfettered by any political agenda, participants believed that universities were well positioned to build community capacity for deliberation by convening deliberative forums and providing people with “passionate neutrality” to facilitate the deliberative process.
Deliberative Civic Engagement

In most cases, the participants characterized their university civic engagement in terms such as service learning, volunteerism, and community-based research. We found that some of the university civic engagement programs and initiatives have challenged the hierarchical and decidedly undemocratic internal structure of the university in ways that engage faculty and students with wicked problems while others avoided discussions of wicked problems that would cause disagreement among participants. These approaches risk leaving participants’ assumptions unchallenged and unexamined, assuming a consensus or unmanageable disagreement.

We also discovered significant variation with respect to how universities in different contexts around the world understand dialogue and deliberation as an approach to civic engagement. The term “deliberation” is not commonplace, nor is it typically the focal point of an engagement effort. Rather, such concepts and methods are embedded in partnerships and understood implicitly.

At the start of our collaboration, participants commented that deliberative civic engagement is similar to other approaches used by leaders and educators that may go by different names, such as “collaborative problem solving.” A number of participants came to understand deliberative civic engagement as deconstruction of the artificial wall between the university and the local community. Their examples included “working with, not for, the community”; “to be in and of the community”; “bringing community members who don’t have access to decision-making bodies to the table”; “involving citizens in identifying problems”; and having “power with, not power over.” Participants also recognized that engaging communities through deliberation is, in some ways, a wicked problem itself.

Idit Manosevitch, from the Netanya Academic College in Israel, cautioned the group, saying there is no such thing as “one community” or a “proper” relationship between university and community; deliberation is necessary to determine how this relationship will unfold. Carol Ma, who was representing Hong Kong’s Lingnan University, stressed that trust between university and community members is an essential prerequisite to a constructive relationship and that building trust takes effort and time. By the end of the first workshop, the sentiments of the group were captured by Ronald Sistek of the Universidad Austral de Chile, who defined deliberative civic engagement as “thriving through tension and collaboration.” Sistek also noted that, paradoxically, those concerned with fostering deliberative civic engagement in their communities and universities must start with themselves. An attitudinal shift toward “embracing
complexity and diversity” and “legitimating the other” must take place within the individual before group deliberation may be useful.

In 2017, the group began working to identify issues of concern and to conceptualize experiments to be carried out on their individual campuses. They were exposed, again, to Kettering’s approach to deliberation, which takes time to appreciate and understand. The workshop emphasized the ways in which deliberation differs from collaborative problem solving. For example, deliberation does not necessarily lead to action. It can, instead, lead to creativity, increased awareness, and the ability to talk and listen across differences. Throughout the week, participants came to understand deliberation as a process of managing conflicts and tensions associated with complex, divisive issues (wicked problems) and that deliberation exists in a continuum between avoiding conflict (unitary positioning) and embracing conflict (adversarial positioning). It is a civil conversation in which power is negotiated and the range of polarization is reduced.

By the time we met for the third and final workshop in 2018, the group had learned that not all problems are suited for deliberation and some problems do not yet have names. They practiced the art of naming and framing and discussed the importance of using shared language and staying neutral (such as, “How do we protect our girls from harmful practices?” instead of “How do we protect our girls from female mutilation?”).

Together, we discussed and explored examples of the key steps for successful deliberation:

1. Identifying a wicked problem
2. Asking, What should we do?
3. Conducting background research
4. Gathering public concerns
5. Grouping the like concerns, identifying the disagreement/tension among the concerns, and unpacking values

**Deliberation does not necessarily lead to action. It can, instead, lead to creativity, increased awareness, and the ability to talk and listen across differences.**
6. Describing the approaches/options—grouping all possible actions and trade-offs

Some poignant comments from the final workshop included:

- “Research is detached from problems in society and [the] public is demanding more from universities that receive public money. Research and scientific facts are under attack. Some community leaders do not want our research.”

- “Knowledge is something that is co-constructed (not something that someone has). It is fundamentally relational and implies practice. If we take the practice of deliberation into the community, and you have different modes of knowing, then deliberation itself will evolve.”

- “Problems are not technical. They are political. On some issues, people have very strong opinions. . . . There are climate [change] deniers, for example. Data will not work. Sometimes there are only two patterns: adversarial or avoidance.”

- “Giving voice to and acknowledging people who are ‘irrational’ is very threatening to the academy; such processes are needed to validate people and open up the conversation.”

- “Deliberation can help with the listening—it provides structured listening. This is vital because contemporary culture emphasizes voicing above listening. Deliberation might help people see the value of listening.”

**Experiments in Deliberative Civic Engagement**

Deliberative pedagogy is a democratic educational process and a way of thinking that encourages students to encounter and consider multiple perspectives, weigh trade-offs and tensions, and move toward action through informed judgment. It is simultaneously a way of teaching that is itself deliberative and a process for developing the skills, behaviors, and values that support deliberative practice.⁵

Despite intensive outreach efforts to our network members over a period of several years, we did not find many examples of deliberative pedagogy under way. At the same time, many of our member universities are actively involved in transforming their curriculum to prepare ethical and engaged citizens. Interestingly, workshop participants rather quickly began to value the practice of
deliberation and took a sincere interest in introducing deliberation in the classroom setting.

The following section describes campus experiments in deliberative pedagogy at universities located in Hong Kong, Israel, Kenya, and South Africa. It also highlights the ways in which these experiments influenced the students who took part.

**Hong Kong: Stan Hok-Wui Wong, Hong Kong Polytechnic University**

In planning his deliberative experiment for a class, Stan Hok-Wui Wong consulted the resources available on Kettering’s website as well as the safety and justice issue guide entitled *How Should Communities Reduce Violence?* published by the National Issues Forums Institute.

He conducted his experiment in March 2019. According to Wong, “It went quite well. The students actively engaged in discussions for about three hours.”

The deliberative pedagogy experiment was held in his introduction to politics course with a group of 20 freshmen. This course provided the first opportunity for students to focus on politics as a subject at Hong Kong Polytechnic University. Wong began the exercise by introducing students to the idea of deliberative civic engagement and then asked the students to identify a problem in Hong Kong. Ultimately, they selected *the deterioration of high-quality governance.*

During the experiment, Wong expressed some concern over the lack of different perspectives represented in the classroom. That is, the students appeared to be in agreement. He asked them, “What if the government cannot improve or fix problems? What are some other options? Is there anything we can do at the personal level?” This was a turning point in the experiment. This was when the students discovered a deeper problem—the problem behind the problem.

The students discovered a generation gap. One student said that his parents needed to change the newspaper they read because the news seemed to be generated by the government. Several students said their parents were brainwashed. Students also started questioning information they were getting.

Wong will run the experiment again and plans to make deliberation a permanent feature of this course. For him, there were three big takeaways. First, by altering his pedagogy, he created an opportunity for students to exchange ideas among themselves. Second, he believes students benefited from learning about deliberation and practicing deliberation in the classroom. Lastly, he believes his students were highly engaged because they were sharing their personal experiences with real-world problems.
Wong also noted that the students in this course had to complete a final group project that was unrelated to the deliberation experiment. One group, however, chose deliberative democracy as a focus. They also created a video presentation about deliberative democracy.

**Israel: Hadassa (Dassi) Postan-Aizik, University of Haifa and Max Stern Yezreel Valley College**

Hadassa Postan-Aizik’s first experiment in deliberative pedagogy focused on the issue of sexual harassment in Israel. She introduced Kettering’s model of deliberation into a social work course—a required course with about 50 students, the majority female. Before introducing this model into the course, she asked herself:

- How do deliberative principles fit with or relate to social work theory?
- How can deliberative principles fit into social work practice?
- How can teaching deliberation benefit social work students?

She began by asking the students to choose an issue and explained to them, “We will talk in a special way about a problem.” The students decided to focus on sexual harassment and the MeToo movement. Each student wrote and submitted a one-page paper on the issue. Postan-Aizik collected and reviewed the opinion papers and used them to create the three options for the deliberation. In the classroom, students used Postan-Aizik’s two-page issue guide entitled *How Do We Deal with Sexual Harassment?* The options were: (1) Educate for change, (2) Justice/enforcement, and (3) It’s not a problem.

Postan-Aizik structured the experiment thoughtfully, gathering extensive feedback from student participants by way of a questionnaire. She found that a majority (60 percent) of students believed the conversation reshaped their thoughts about the issue. A majority of students (54 percent) also reported that they learned more about the issue, and (80 percent) learned a lot about the feelings of others. Students were also asked whether there was a moment when they thought they might change their mind on the issue. A majority (65 percent) said “no,” however, some (17 percent) said “yes.” Students commented that the experience was unlike any they have had before, that they had never talked about an issue with such intensity, and that the discussion allowed for many different perspectives. They found deliberation helpful insofar as it encouraged a respectful conversation, which enabled learning.
After completing her deliberative work at the University of Haifa, Postan-Aizik conducted an experiment in deliberative pedagogy at Max Stern Yezreel Valley College, centered on Israel’s newly passed nation-state law (in July 2018). This time, the deliberative session focused on the question, How does Israel as a democratic country that protects the rights of all groups also recognize Jewish identity? Nearly 50 students participated in the deliberation, which was embedded in a critical sociology course given in the department of social work. Using an analysis of content generated by way of student writing assignments, Postan-Aizik created an issue guide with the following options: (1) Recognize the importance of Israel as a national country of the Jewish people; (2) Keep individual rights and fight racism as individuals; and (3) Recognize rights for all groups.

Postan-Aizik asked the students to self-organize into 3 groups of approximately 15-16 participants. The students decided to make an effort to divide themselves equally—that is, to ensure that each group had a mix of Jews (of diverse ethnicities) and Arabs, men and women. “Some students were afraid to deal with the issue,” she said. “I was afraid, too.” She explained, “Students were afraid the conversation would be loud, become explosive, and they might lose friendships as a result.”

Prior to the session, she trained six student facilitators (two for each of the three groups), who guided the participants and took notes throughout the session. The facilitators kept time as students went through the options (for a total of 90 minutes). Spending an equal amount of time on each option was part of a larger strategy for being sensitive to student perspectives and managing a difficult conversation. “I focused on the protocol—trusted the process. It does work,” Postan-Aizik said. The experiment went very well. Students had “a quiet, intelligent conversation.”

Kenya: Martin Ocholi, University of Nairobi

Ocholi’s first experiment in deliberative pedagogy focused on the issue of student protest and violence in Kenya. During our summer workshop, Ocholi described incidents on campus involving police brutality toward students. The violence he witnessed had erupted as a result of a publicly contested political election.
Ocholi views deliberation as a valuable teaching method—a way to engage students in a productive conversation. He began this experiment by asking students to share their concerns. In addition, he produced a short issue guide to facilitate the discussion. Together, and after some rigorous dialogue and exchange, they developed a shared understanding of why students resort to protest and violence on campus.

When I asked him to reflect on the experience, Ocholi described the problem behind the problem as an absence of clear communication channels between the university administration and the student body:

It is a constitutional right to protest. But, why destroy property? Students have learned that no one listens if they do not destroy property. They don't know how or why decisions are being made. When they write letters, there is no response. They protest to draw attention. When they demonstrate peacefully, the administration calls the police, then words are exchanged, then the violence comes. There are many political agendas at the university; there are external forces placing pressures on the students, they are not aware of the issues, and they get caught in the middle. Also, students engage in protest because it is macho—it is good, they believe, to draw blood. There is an absence of clear communication channels.

Following this deliberation experiment, students provided feedback. Their participation in dialogue and deliberation directly influenced ideas they had about themselves and about local issues. Their comments included, “There is a problem, and we can solve it”; “I felt important. I felt powerful”; and “I now understand the complexity of the issue, and I am thinking about how my actions impact others.”

After completing his deliberative work on issues of student violence in protests, Ocholi conducted an experiment in deliberative pedagogy. This time, the session focused on a pressing issue in Kenya: ethnicity and national cohesion. Approximately 30 students participated in the deliberation. Using student writing assignments and information he had collected about Kenya, Ocholi presented several options in response to the question How do we achieve national cohesion while respecting ethnic diversity?

The options were:

- Raise public awareness of national cohesion and ethnic diversity;
- Establish a system of meritocracy and standards of competence for employment (i.e., do not use ethnic diversity as a factor);
- Create institutions that promote national cohesion; and
• Ethnicity is a political issue that must be addressed through political solutions.

To begin, each student was asked to talk about being discriminated against or being favored in a given situation. Those who were denied access to opportunity told their stories, which were painful. Some students were excluded from soccer teams, internships, and other social and professional activities due to their ethnicity. In other cases, they were granted privileges or special opportunities because of their ethnicity. Ocholi reported, “You could feel the tension in the room.”

The students struggled with the choices that should be made to achieve national cohesion in an ethnically diverse society such as Kenya. During the deliberation, students realized that they represented at least five different ethnicities. They discovered together that each student was guilty of discrimination and each had been a victim of it and that the biggest perpetrator is the individual.

The conversation included some discussion of the “individual as the solution” and a general agreement that people needed to take personal responsibility. According to Ocholi, it was challenging to manage the emotions of a large group and to prevent the discussion from degenerating into a debate.

After the deliberation, students noted that the experience affected their outlook on the issues and introduced them to a new way of dealing with conflict. Specifically, students said they “never really thought about the issue that deeply” and that the session was “an opportunity to discuss issues without finger-pointing and emotion.”

**South Africa: Hlekani Kabiti, Walter Sisulu University**

Hlekani Kabiti initially considered drafting an issue guide on violent student protest in democratic South Africa. She decided to change direction. The new direction aimed to align with her new role in the Risk and Vulnerability Science Centre at Walter Sisulu University. The issue of concern was solid-waste management on campus. She wanted to use deliberation as an approach for understanding the variety of perspectives on the issue at the Mthatha Campus. Her draft proposal was as follows:

**Deliberative Community Engagement for Waste Management Action**

The university campus environment is home to diverse individuals drawn from different backgrounds, cultures, attitudes, and social realities. The diverse sociocultural context of the stakeholders contributes to behavior toward waste generation, disposal, handling, and minimization. A lot of
solid waste is generated in the process of running day-to-day business and, consequently, a proper waste management strategy is crucial for university environmental sustainability.

This study was necessitated by the visible waste management challenge at Walter Sisulu University, Mthatha campus. Though the challenge is visible, not much progress has been made in addressing it and tapping into the potential benefits brought about by proper waste management practices. In order to develop a waste management strategy, there is a need to unpack the underlying attitudes, perceptions, and misconceptions around waste management.

This paper presents a deliberation model for engaging the various university stakeholders in better waste management practices, targeting perception and behavioral change, and reaching common ground. The model, as guided by the Kettering Foundation’s approach to deliberation, encompasses problem naming and framing by different stakeholders, addressing and challenging perceptions, identifying possible solutions to the challenge, making decisions based on sound judgments, identifying resources and stakeholders, organizing action, and enabling collective continuous reflective learning. The process will provide baseline information, which is vital for the crafting of a Walter Sisulu University waste management plan.

Kabiti had difficulty in launching the experiment on campus; however, she moved forward with the idea in a courageous and creative manner. In the format of a poster, she presented a framework and methods for deliberation on the issue at the National Conference for Global Change held in Polokwane, South Africa, in December 2018. Her poster depicted the methodological linkage between waste management and deliberative engagement.

During the conference, which was focused primarily on the hard science of climate change, Kabiti talked with conference participants about the issues surrounding integrated waste management and the importance of stakeholder engagement with regard to implementation. She relied on the poster to illuminate how such a deliberation might use different stages of the naming and framing process. She is pleased that she moved forward with the experiment, commenting, “When I first interacted with conference participants, they seemed a bit lost. The poster did help me to share the deliberative approach with a new and wide audience. There was an interest in learning more about deliberative methods.” Though a modest experiment in scope, she accomplished the primary goal of introducing concepts and methods of deliberative civic engagement to colleagues in South Africa.
South Africa: Janice McMillan, University of Cape Town

Janice McMillan used deliberative civic engagement in an engineering course at the University of Cape Town between July and November 2019. The course was entitled Citizen Professionals in Engineering and the Built Environment, or C/Prof. The C/Prof course aimed to provide engineering and built-environment students with new lenses with which to make sense of the broader social context into which they will apply their technical skills as professionals.

The course explored the inner city of Cape Town as an important physical arena of citizenship and as a place to bring the idea of the “citizen professional” more concretely into the classroom. Students explored the complexities of the inner city, including the history and issues that have led to deeply rooted inequality and injustice. By visiting key historical and present-day sites, students considered such issues as: (1) For whom is the city easily accessible? (2) What statues and memorials represent the history of the city? (3) Whose history do the memorials show? and (4) How does the city’s physical layout represent Apartheid history?

The second part of the course explored how to engage in conversation around issues of social justice, citizenship, and power by considering different identities and lived experiences. Working in small groups of three to four people, the course required students to plan, design, and facilitate a deliberation. This approach was intended to offer students the experience of developing facilitation and moderation skills, thereby connecting theory and practice, as well as to get them to reflect on what it means to be a professional who thinks about citizenship and community engagement as a core part of his or her professional identity and role.

McMillan drew on the materials from the Kettering Foundation to support students in the various aspects of the deliberation process (such as understanding deliberation as something different from dialogue and debate and how to structure a deliberation). However, while they drew from these materials, they believed they needed to adapt them to a South African context. In particular, they wanted students to understand the centrality of power relations in this work. In addition, as a teaching team invested in social justice teaching and learning, they were also very aware of their own positions as privileged White scholars teaching a class that consisted predominantly of Black students.

They invited a colleague in the University of Cape Town’s Office for Inclusivity and Change to run a series of sessions on Freirean ideology and methods. The aim was to help student facilitators think about issues of unequal
power, voice, and agency. One of the key issues that stood out for students was the notion of allowing learners to bring their own knowledge and experience to the event. This caused some discomfort for some students, which is not surprising given that the majority of higher education—particularly in engineering courses—reflected very traditional modes of teaching that position the lecturer as the expert.

In the end, McMillan and her colleagues concluded that “We need to ensure that our work in the higher education classroom—more than ever before—equips students as young citizens to understand the complex social context in which they will one day work.” As they move their work forward, they will ask and explore several vital questions: Who is at the table (for the deliberation process)? What falls outside our political imagination and why? What are the consequences of asking these questions?

**Lessons Learned**

It is not necessary to transform the curriculum in order to expose students to deliberation. Introducing methods of deliberation into existing courses can be very effective, as demonstrated by these experiments.

Student feedback on campus experiments was generally very positive. Participating in structured conversation on a difficult issue left some students feeling they had greater agency in understanding and solving problems. In addition, students enjoyed thinking through the complexity of the issues from multiple perspectives and gained new insights from their peers. Though difficult and messy, these conversations released some of the unspoken tensions in the room. Faculty played a major role in facilitating the experiments to ensure students stayed focused on the issues and the discussion led to greater understanding rather than confrontation. Student feedback suggests that opportunities for deliberations in these societies are rare, but vital and welcomed. Generally, students enjoyed exploring important issues, learning from their peers, and considering alternative perspectives.

The faculty who ran these experiments created spaces for students from diverse backgrounds and experiences to practice democratic principles by discussing the multiple dimensions of a relevant social issue. They ensured that the student participants were central to the process of identifying as well
as naming and framing issues. Once an issue was chosen for discussion, the
group worked together to identify the tension underlying the issue as well as
the values associated with the tension.

Conclusion

Universities occupy a conflicted space in the popular imagination. They
conjure competing images of elitism and social mobility, ivory tower isolation-
ism and community uplift, and places of exclusion and places where diverse
people interact and thrive. From one angle, elitist universities perpetuate systems
in which voices are systematically disenfranchised. Despite the collective brain-
power within university walls, they are often out of touch with the knowledge,
experience, and assets of their surrounding communities.

However, we know that universities have an opportunity—and, perhaps,
an obligation—to create an environment for communities to discuss their
differences and devise their own solutions. Universities can create, nurture, and
protect environments where ideas can be discussed between people of different
beliefs and backgrounds. Such environments may play a vital role in advancing
tolerance of differences and understanding between people with divergent values
and ideologies. Campus and community environments represent important
opportunities to discover self-rule by working through difficult questions with
community members, forming networks, and using human and other resources
to address local problems.7

As a result of the Talloires Network’s collaboration with the Kettering
Foundation, faculty from universities in different parts of the world have
learned about and applied deliberation in their classrooms and hundreds of

At the heart of deliberative practice, we rebuild public trust and democratic institutions.

students have participated in deliberative discussions and benefited from the experience. As societal polarization continues to increase in countries

around the world, the need for deliberation grows. The world needs more activities designed to bring people together, to talk, to listen, and to understand one another. At the heart of deliberative practice, we rebuild public trust and democratic institutions. Universities hold tremendous potential with regard to achieving this proposition.
NOTES


6 Hlekani Kabiti, Deliberative Community Engagement for Waste Management Action, in possession of author.
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